It is interesting thllt films of both polymers and proteins are highly compressible, and exhibit comparable force-area relations, though in three dimensional solution the protein is generally much more rigid and compact than the polymer molecule. However, while the latter might be 49, 161 (1946) . 6 I. Langmuir and V. ]. Schaefer, Chern. Rev. 24, 181 (1939) .
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Here v1,j is the number of sites available to the jth submolecule of the ith polymer molecule ;
z is the coordination number of the lattice; y= vi,a:::: : z-1 ;j;,1 is the fraction of sites already occupied when the jth submolecule of the ith' polymer molecule is added to the lattice, and {3
+s the symmetry number of the polymer chain.
For x� 10, we can write
wherefo is some small constant. For x < 10,fo "'-'0. We take logarithms of both sides of Eq.
(1),
replace summations by integrals, factorials by their Stirling approximations, and utilizing Eq.
(2), arrive at an equation for the change in the surface entropy, D.S., produced by placing theN polymer molecules in the lattice:
(1-fo) '
for practical purposes, a constant.
The film pressure, 1r, is given by 1r = 'Y w -'Y F, the surface tension of water minus the surface tension of the water covered with the film.
is the surface free energy change, since we are neglecting the variation in the surface enthalpy.
Substituting into Eq. (3), the relations n = N0 -xN, and No=o-/110, and performing the indi cated operations, we find The author wishes to express his sincere gratitude to Professor J. G. Kirkwood for his many helpful suggestions.
